
On March 27th 2020 Happy Dead Rabbit release their debut album »FATAL BEAUTY«.  
It will be available worldwide through all major music streaming services and in high definition 
format on their record companys website.

Happy Dead Rabbit? What is Happy Dead Rabbit? Why 
is the rabbit dead? And why does being dead make it 
happy? Questions upon questions and no easy answers. 
Only one thing is clear: The enigmatic name stands for a 
collective of musicians that has set out to bundle crea-
tive energies across Germany from the North Sea coast 
to the German capital.

HDR started out as a conventional band formed by Jörg 
Abendroth (keyboards + programming), Thomas Sindt 
(guitars) and singer Pete Stohlmann (who receives a 
worthy commemoration in the song “Für Dich”), but after 
the death of the original vocalist, it quickly evolved into 
an open project with the sole purpose of pursuing and 
creating inventive soundscapes. Abendroth and Sindt 
found fitting collaborators in vocal artist Marty Kasprzak 
(of Berlin-based Goth-Rock-veterans Sepulcrum Mentis) 
and producer Mirco Dalos for the formation of a sonic 
melting pot which is not reliant on the collaborators be-
ing together in one location or even, in some cases, on 
having met in person. The results of this collaboration 
are now available on the debut album “Fatal Beauty.”

Quite in line with the project’s puzzling moniker, Happy Dead Rabbit are not easily pigeonholed, 
genre-wise, either. Is it Synth Pop? Is it New Wave? Is it cinematic mood music … or Electro-Prog 
with Gothic-elements? In the end, the answer to these questions remains pretty much irrelevant 
because, in a wide field between Depeche Mode, Bauhaus, Pink Floyd, The Cure and Fehlfarben, 
Happy Dead Rabbit have created their own little sonic universe that is just urging to be explored. 
Dive in, zone out and let them take you down their rabbit hole!

This still doesn’t answer any of the questions surrounding the rabbit’s mysterious death, of course. 
Maybe it is not dead after all, but caught in an infinite loop between life and death, just like Schroed-
inger’s cat. And does it even matter? Thorough consumption of “Fatal Beauty” might provide you 
with answers … but we must warn you, as there might be unexpected side-effects and inherent 
addictions (which might also be completely intentional, as the artists openly admit…)

“Fatal Beauty” is available on all major download and streaming platforms through DataFile Music. 
Follow the Dead Rabbit!

TAking LisTERnERs DOwn THE RABBiT HOLE!

1. DARk EnOUgH
2. THings COME TO An EnD
3. PERFECT DAY
4. nOTHing AT ALL
5. FüR DiCH
6. OUR MORTAL REMAins
7. MOTHER
8. gAiA’s ARCAnUM
9. BLACk RAin
10. kiss ME gOODBYE
11. FATAL BEAUTY
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